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ABSTRACT

Empirical tourism research has a long history and empirically based findings represent an important component of theory development and managerial insight. Nevertheless, empirical data of any kind is susceptible to misinterpretation. The aim of this study is to investigate to which extent empirical tourism research accounts for three sources of potential misinterpretation of results: (1) the occurrence of answer format effects, (2) the occurrence of culturally specific response styles, and (3) the selection of data analytic techniques appropriate for the data format. A review of 43 academic publications from 2000 and 2001 suggests that empirical tourism research is strongly guided by standards which have developed within the tourism research community and are not questioned anymore: ordinal answer formats dominate the field, ordinal data is analyzed using techniques requiring metric data and cross-cultural response styles are ignored, which is a particularly concerning finding given the amount of cross-cultural comparisons typically undertaken in tourism research. Recommendations for improvement are made.
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INTRODUCTION

Imagine that a tourism researcher asks 500 Greek and 500 Korean tourists visiting a destination to complete a questionnaire. The questionnaire includes statements about motivations to visit this particular destination using a five point Likert scale. After the data is collected, this researcher investigates differences between the motivations of Greek and Korean tourists by computing an analysis of variance. The results show that the Greek tourists state to be motivated by many more of the listed benefits than this is the case for Korean travelers. These findings are passed on to the destination’s National Tourism Organization (NTO), which consequently invests substantial amounts of money communicating benefits to Greek customers; quite likely without an effect on demand among Greek tourists.

By drawing such conclusions from the research design described above, the researcher could have made at least three major mistakes:

- If Greek respondents tend to use more extreme values on the answer scale or tend to express agreement more frequently than Korean respondents (independent of the question asked), the researcher would have claimed higher motivation levels although the results merely reflect cross-cultural response styles. The presence of people from various countries, continents and cultural backgrounds is in the very nature of tourism. Consequently, tourism research frequently involves respondents who are heterogeneous with regard to their cultural background. Tourism researchers have to be aware of the possible distortions of results.
• If, within both the Greek and Korean tourists, the selected answer format impacts on the answers, the results would be a mixture of response style effects and opinions expressed by respondents.

• And finally, if the five point Likert Scale is not demonstrated to have metric data properties on item level, the analysis of variance would have violated the technique’s data assumptions, potentially leading to incorrect conclusions about the significance of differences.

Quite possibly, if the researcher had corrected for inter- and cross-cultural response styles and used a technique suitable for ordinal data, no differences between Greek and Korean tourists would have occurred, saving the NTO advertising expenditures with a questionable return on investment.

The aim of this paper is to investigate, whether the example described above is a rare exception in empirical tourism research or not. A review of quantitative empirical tourism research is conducted to determine if the three dangers mentioned above are satisfactorily accounted for in tourism research: (1) the distortion of results due to answer format effects, (2) the distortion of results due to cross-cultural response styles, and (3) the violation of assumptions of data analytic procedures.

The relevance of the article lies in preventing wrong conclusions to be drawn from empirical tourism research, which is of central practical importance to academics, tourism industry, tourism authorities and tourism market research companies using empirical data as basis for their research and subsequently their marketing activities.
PRIOR WORK

Answer format effects

How to best ask questions to get valid results is of fundamental importance to research of all disciplines using empirical data. Consequently, a vast body of literature investigating questionnaire design effects exists in psychology, sociology, psychometrics as well as marketing. One subset of work in this area is of particular interest for the undertaken review of tourism studies: research on effects of different response formats in questionnaires. Typically, these studies aim to determine which response format is optimal, where optimality is defined differently in different studies.

A number of authors choose to define optimality as highest level of reliability. The majority of these studies conclude that the number of points on the answer format given to respondents does not influence reliability (Bendig 1954; Peabody 1962; Komorita 1963; Komorita and Graham 1965; Matell and Jacoby 1971; Jacoby and Matell 1971; Remington, Tyrer, Newson-Smith and Cicchetti 1979; Preston and Colman 2000). A few studies, however, draw the opposite conclusion, recommending the use of higher numbers of scale points (Symonds 1924; Nunnally 1967; Oaster 1989; Finn 1972; Ramsay 1973).

The studies using high validity levels as the criterion for optimality, lead to similar findings. Matell and Jacoby (1971), Jacoby and Matell (1971), Chang (1994) and Preston and Colman (2000) conclude that the choice of answer format is not associated with different levels of validity. Contrarily, the results obtained by Loken, Pirie, Virnig, Hinkle and Salmon (1987) and Hancock and Klockars (1991) indicate that a larger number of options (for instance using a seven point scale as opposed to a five point scale) increases validity.
A third stream of research uses structural equivalence as criterion to evaluate answer format effects. Typically, factor analyses are computed for different answer formats and the results compared. Martin, Fruchter and Mathis (1974), Percy (1976) and Green and Rao (1970) have chosen this research approach. Green and Rao recommend using at least six answer options as a consequence of their study. Percy found no significant differences in the underlying factors resulting from different answer formats.

Finally, a few authors have investigated the perspective of consumer-friendliness of surveys. Jones (1968) and Preston and Colman (2000) come to the conclusion that respondents prefer having the choice between more options. Dolnicar (2003) and Dolnicar, Grun and Leisch (2004) conclude that ordinal scales are perceived as significantly more difficult to answer and take significantly more time to complete.

No optimal answer exists to the question of how many points on an answer format are best. While some authors recommend using binary (yes-no) options (Peabody, 1962; Matell and Jacoby, 1971; Jacoby and Matell, 1971; Komorita and Graham, 1965; Dolnicar, Grun and Leisch, 2004), a frequency count of recommendations across studies on answer formats would lead to the use of seven point scales according to Cox (1980).

The popularity of such ordinal scales in marketing research in general has been noted by Peterson (1997), Van der Eijk (2001) and Dolnicar (2002). The methodological dangers of both ordinal and binary scales have been extensively discussed by Scharf (1991), Peterson (1997) and Kampen and Swyngedouw (2000) who highlight in particular the difficulties of assuming equidistance between ordinal scale categories and data analytic consequences thereof. For instance, five point Likert scales are typically treated as interval scale level data, which was never intended by Likert (1932) who claimed metric properties only for the summated scale not the single items. Kampen and Swyngedouw (2000)
distinguish different kinds of ordinal scales and conclude that ordinal scales representing unstandardized discrete variables with ordered categories, such as the agreement scales typically used in tourism research, have very undesirable properties which can best be described as follows (p. 99) “in many instances the experimenter can only hope that in general respondents or experimentators attach the same meaning to the categories of an ordinal variable.” The reason is that no objective standard defining the scale points exists and significant calibration would be required to get all respondents to have the same understanding of each scale point.

Billiet and McClendon (2000), McClendon (1991) and Watson (1992) draw attention to another problem inherent in Likert scales: the susceptibility to acquiescence or yeasaying bias.

Empirical tourism researchers have to choose which answer format is best suited for their research problem with respect to the advantages and disadvantages of different formats: (1) the quality of the data, (2) the susceptibility to response styles, (3) the amount of time required answering questions, and (4) the analytic techniques planned to be used when data is available.

**Cross-cultural response styles**

Tourism research typically includes individuals from different cultural backgrounds. In many cases, empirical research in tourism aims at revealing differences between cultural groups or tourists from different countries of origin and is thus exposed to a number of potential distortions of results such as culturally biased response norms which can cause different scale usages independent of the questions; or culturally different interpretations of questions; or differences in the underlying constructs measured. The most concerning potential mistake that results from cross-cultural response styles is that differences in
groups means are no longer interpretable due to response styles (Chun, Campell and Yoo, 1974).

The issue of potential dangers of interpreting empirical data derived from surveys conducted in different languages in different places has not been broadly discussed within the tourism research literature so far. Prior work in the area is consequently drawn from other disciplines, such as psychology, sociology and market research, where cross-cultural issues in empirical research have been extensively investigated.

The main foci of these studies are twofold: a series of investigations aimed at revealing whether socio-demographic variables are associated with response styles (Arce-Ferrer and Ketterer, 2003; Albaum, 1997; Bachman and O’Malley, 1984; Bryne and Campbell, 1999; Chun, Campell and Yoo, 1974; Greenleaf, 1992; Hui and Triandis, 1989; Marin, Gamba, Marin, 1992; Van Herk, Poortinga and Verhallen, 2004). The major findings that have repeatedly emerged from these studies are that African-American, Hispanic respondents as well as respondents from numerous countries located at the Mediterranean tend to give more extreme answers. Contrarily, Asian respondents tend to use the extreme options less. Furthermore, higher age, lower education levels and lower household income levels have been found to be significantly associated with extreme response styles.

The second stream of research is methodological in nature and introduces techniques to determine the existence of response styles in cross-cultural studies and correct for the bias (Cheung and Rensvold, 2000; Byrne and Campbell, 1999; Greenleaf, 1992a and 1992b; Van de Vijver and Poortinga, 2002; Welkenhuysen-Gybels, Billiet and Cambre, 2003) with recommendations ranging from very simple approaches, such as investigating if systematic response patterns can be detected for the same cultural group, to
modeling approaches to extract the extreme response and acquiescence bias from the actual information content and then correct the data accordingly.

Strong empirical support has been presented in the past to support that different cultures have different response styles as such findings have been replicated repeatedly in different contexts over the past three decades; these findings are highly relevant to empirical tourism research. If the level of distortion of results through cross-cultural response styles is not evaluated for empirical data sets before analysis is undertaken, the probability is very high that wrong conclusions will be drawn by confounding response styles with actual answers.

METHOD

The method selected to investigate the research aims of this study is a review of academic tourism research published in the Annals of Tourism Research or Tourism Management in the years of 2000 and 2001. All articles were screened from the respective volumes and included articles classified as quantitative empirical studies of tourists. This means that empirical work centering on the tourism industry and residents at tourism destinations as respondents were excluded, even if quantitative and empirical in nature. Furthermore, data had to be available in disaggregate form: analyses of aggregate statistics such as national tourism statistics or demand time series were excluded. Finally, purely descriptive studies were excluded, in which authors reported only means or frequency counts of socio-demographics.

The final data set consists of 43 studies (see Appendix for references). Each one of these studies was coded along 51 variables, some of which were simple identifiers as author name, year and journal. The majority of variables, however, code the format in which data was collected, whether cross-cultural aspects were involved and in which way specific data
formats were analyzed. Coding was undertaken separately for each of the main constructs investigated in the published studies.

Descriptive statistics are computed to analyze the data set using SPSS in its 12.1.0 version.

RESULTS

First, the article describes general descriptive information on the empirical tourism studies investigated, and then the main analysis regarding the use of answer formats is presented. Among the constructs studied, tourist satisfaction emerges as the most frequently researched topic, followed closely by perceptions and attitudes. Table 1 provides the numbers of studies investigating each of the constructs. The absolute numbers of studies do not add up to 43, as could be expected. The reason is that many studies investigate more than one construct. In such cases, all constructs in the data set are coded.

Despite the popularity of perception and satisfaction studies, a wide variety of other constructs are studied: half of all coded constructs were studied three times or less. This indicates the broadness of constructs investigated empirically in tourism research.

-------- insert Table 1 here -------

On average, the data sets used by tourism researchers included 1169 respondents, with the smallest one containing 40 and the largest one 8842 respondents. The average response rate was 56 percent, ranging from a low of 17 to a high of 92. Only 15 studies included information on the response rate achieved. Follow-up contacting is not common among tourism researchers: only seven percent use this tool to increase response rates and reduce response bias. Clearly, one reason for low follow-up rates is the high proportion of
cross-sectional studies questioning respondents during their stay, making follow-ups very difficult.

Another interesting observation applies to the age of data sets. Among the studies that stated when the data were collected, the average age of the data set analyzed is 4 years, with the most recent being 2 years old and the oldest 11. Given that none of the data sets was used to merely demonstrate a technique, data age issues are concerning as market dynamics might have changed dramatically since the collection of data.

With respect to the answer formats typically used by tourism researchers, Table 2 shows that ordinal scales dominate empirical tourism research, which provides the chosen answer format separately for constructs measured (in the first 7 rows) as well as the answer format chosen for the main construct of the study, where more than one construct was investigated in one publication. Columns 2-6 give the absolute number of studies where certain answer formats were chosen for particular constructs, column 7 gives the percentage of studies within each construct that used ordinal scales of some form.

As can be seen, one construct exists that is not typically investigated with ordinal scales: behavior. This finding is reasonable as questions about past or present behavior can easily be formulated in binary format without concerns that any relevant information might be lost. This same reasoning does not seem to apply when behavioral intentions are measured. Across all constructs, three quarters of the studies use ordinal scales. Among users of ordinal scales, the five point scale is most popular with 40 percent of authors using it, followed by 16 percent using 7 scale points, 13 percent using nine and the remaining researchers choosing less than 5 options.

--------- insert Table 2 here ---------
Given the difficulties associated with the use of ordinal scales, investigating the authors’ reasoning for the predominant use of ordinal scales is of particular interest. The explanations provided by authors were coded in the data. Table 3 includes the results, indicating that the vast majority - almost two thirds of authors - does not justify their choice of answer format. Fourteen percent do not need to explain their choice because the measurement scale is a logical consequence of the construct measured. For instance, if respondents are asked to state their expenditures, dollar amounts on a metric scale are the natural choice. One in ten authors cite prior work that used similar answer formats to investigate the same construct; seven percent use pre-existing scales for the constructs investigated; five percent cite another author who explained why the use of such an answer format is preferable; and only two percent actually state the reasons for the chosen answer format in the manuscript.

Table 4 includes the results on data analytic techniques used by researchers based on the data sets discussed above. The values given in the columns of Table 4 are the absolute number of studies applying each of the techniques listed in the first column given certain data formats. The cells shaded in gray show violations of assumptions unless non-violation is investigated and shown not to have occurred. Again, standards have apparently emerged which are not questioned anymore. In case of the selection of data analytic techniques this phenomenon is, however, even more surprising than this is the case in the context of answer formats. No clear answers can be given which answer format is best, but
for all of the data analytic procedures in Table 4 the assumptions and data requirements are generally known. The typical justification for applying techniques requiring metric data to ordinal data is the assumptions that ordinal scales have interval properties, which Likert (1932) does indeed state for the summated scale, but not for the individual items. However, summated scales are not typically used in empirical tourism research, where profiles and differences on item-level are of primary interest. Interestingly even this typical argument was not stated by authors of the studies included in this review.

-------- insert Table 4 here --------

Next the frequency of samples containing respondents from more than one cultural background is discussed. National Tourism Organizations typically compare guest survey results across countries of origin to determine differences between tourists of different nationalities. Knowing that strong cultural response effects have been shown repeatedly to exist, the question arises whether this serious danger of misinterpretation of results is accounted for in empirical tourism research. Table 5 shows how many studies included respondents from different countries or cultural backgrounds and how many investigated potential distortions that could arise from cross-cultural response styles being misinterpreted as differences in the construct investigated. Only 41 studies were included because two did not give enough information on the sample to understand whether cross-cultural effects could be problematic.

-------- insert Table 5 here --------
As can be seen, more than half (53 percent) of the empirical tourism studies reviewed did indeed include respondents from different countries. For these data sets respondents from different countries are likely to react to certain answer formats in different ways, independent of the questions asked and the underlying constructs. None of the studies mentioned the problem of possible cross-cultural differences in response styles and discussed the implications for their findings. Two studies, however, were classified as running only low risk of misinterpretation. These studies used expenditure data. To the author’s knowledge no studies have so far demonstrated cross-cultural response effects in the context of stating expenditures. All other studies (91 percent of all investigations including respondents from different cultural backgrounds) run a high danger of misinterpreting results.

CONCLUSIONS

A bad selection of the answer format, the measurement tool in empirical tourism research, not only impacts on quality of the results in general, systematic data distortions may result which, if not questioned, can cause wrong conclusions. The tourism researcher is responsible to thoroughly and conscientiously evaluate alternative answer formats for a given construct to be measured, to consider their advantages and disadvantages for the construct under study, to select the most appropriate format and explain the choice to the reader.

Unfortunately, the review of empirical tourism studies reveals that virtually no discussion of answer format choice among empirical tourism researchers has taken place. On the contrary, standards have apparently emerged with respect to answer format choice which are justified by citing past tourism researchers’ work, but are not questioned
anymore. This is a concerning finding given the proven influence of the chosen answer format on the results.

Data analysis conducted by the reviewed articles demonstrates a high level of violation of data assumptions of techniques: 56 percent of all the methods applied to all data sets were in violation of the assumptions underlying the techniques used. This does not mean that the findings would necessarily be different if appropriate techniques had been used, but potentially this could be the case. Tourism researchers should match the chosen answer format with an analytic technique developed for this particular data format.

Finally, cross-cultural response styles are generally neglected among tourism researchers, although about half of the studies reviewed were based on samples including respondents from different cultural backgrounds. The majority of these studies used ordinal answer formats and was consequently at high risk of misinterpreting results.

In summary, unfortunately, many decades of questionnaire design research has not resulted in the single only perfect answer format. An empirical researcher can therefore legitimate choose whichever scale she or he has evaluated to best measure the construct investigated. But the process of selection should be thorough, clearly explained and the consequences for data analysis have to be actively dealt with.

The fact that response styles are widely ignored in empirical tourism research can potentially lead to dramatic misinterpretations of results. Answer tendencies can be so strong that managerial recommendations like “the Spanish tourists are much more interested in culture; tourism authorities should thus focus on advertising cultural attractions to this group” could be factually incorrect and only an artifact of respondents’ Spanish heritage, which is known to favor extreme points of the answer format.
The literature includes many approaches for checking how strongly the data is affected by response styles. Possible techniques include the investigation of the invariance of factorial structures (Van de Vijver and Poortinga, 2002; Van Herk, Poortinga and Verhallen, 2004) underlying the responses of different (cultural) subgroups in order to investigate structural equivalence of the constructs measured as well as investigations of item response patterns across all questions in the questionnaire (Byrne and Campbell, 1999). If the number of countries in the data set is low, Van de Vijver and Poortinga (2002) recommend regression procedures to investigate the associations of constructs with context variables. Greenleaf (1992a and b) suggests the selection of a specific subset of extreme response style variables that can subsequently be used to determine – across a variety of constructs – the information and bias proportions of answers, which enables corrections for the distortions before data analysis.

Another option is to choose answer formats which are less susceptible to response styles, such as binary or metric format. Cronbach (1946; 1950) recommends such answer formats to reduce the danger of contamination of data with cross-cultural response tendencies. Similarly Hui and Trinadis (1989) show how the selection of answer format impacts on the occurrence of response styles; they find that the ten point scale weakened extreme response style effects which were identified on a five point scale to be very strong between Hispanic and non-Hispanic respondents.

Whichever answer format is chosen, researchers should investigate whether certain subgroups of the sample demonstrate systematic deviations from the sample and critically question if this could be a result of cross-culturally different response behavior before making too strong claims about the results (Chun, Campell and Yoo, 1974).
Tourism researchers have to be aware of the potential dangers of interpreting empirical data uncritically. They should make informed decisions about the answer format in view of data quality, speed of data collection, simplicity for the respondent, low susceptibility to response styles and data analytic procedures to be used. This decision and the underlying reasoning should be clearly explained to the reader, as should the match of the data analytic technique to the data properties and the way in which possible data distortions were investigated and corrected, if necessary, before proceeding to analyze and interpret data.
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Table 1: Constructs studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>satisfaction</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perceptions</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attitudes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intentions</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behavior</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expenditure</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>travel motivation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expectations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intention to return</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authenticity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constraints</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>familiarity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>harassment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liking pictures</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social movements</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social norm</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visitation barriers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>willingness to pay</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Answer formats chosen for the constructs under study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Categorical</th>
<th>Binary</th>
<th>Ordinal</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Not Stated</th>
<th>% Ordinal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>93%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentions</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other constructs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main construct studied</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Justifications of answer formats chosen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Justification</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No justification needed</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior work using similar scale cited</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preexisting scale used</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Someone who justified use of such a scale cited</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasons stated</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Data analytic methods applied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Binary</th>
<th>Ordinal</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Not Stated</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Used frequency-based descriptives</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used mean-based descriptives</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used factor analysis</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used t-tests</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used analysis of variance</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used chi-squared test</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used regression analysis</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used structural equation modelling</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Cross-cultural issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross-cultural response style investigation</th>
<th>High danger of misinterpretation</th>
<th>Low danger of misinterpretation</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cross-cultural response style investigation not needed</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cross-cultural response style investigation needed</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>